
Career Vision Board
Showcase your Interests, Skills and Goals. 

See the Path to your Career!



Workshop Guidelines

• Please be courteous and respectful to the 
host and other participants.

• This is an interactive session - Ask questions 
at any time. (unmute / chat box) 

• Workshop materials will be sent to 
participants who provide an email address.

• Follow Up with your nearest Oakland County 
Michigan Works! Service Center.
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Overview

Materials

Interests

Skills

Goals

Create Your Vision Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ice Breaker Question:Have you or someone you know been recently laid-off due to COVID-19



Materials

Paper, Magazines
Scissors, Glue, Poster Board, 
Magazines, Markers.
Prepare to Collage.

Paper, Pencil
Plain Paper, Colored Pencils, Art 
Pens, Markers. 
Prepare to Draw.

Computer, Web
If you have the skill, great practice!

Word, PowerPoint, Google Docs, 
Your Favorite Software, Web Image 
Search, Pinterest.
Prepare Digital Collage.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the issueLack of income/job loss•	Unexpected expenses•	Too much debt/Bad Credit•	Need for financial independence•	Overspending or lack of budget/Lack of savingsWhen thinking about these common problems, each one falls into one of three areas: The need more money, the need to reduce your debt, or the need to change how you spend._________________________________________Making a PlanProblem 1: You need more money. lost your job, met an unexpected expense, or are working on becoming more financially independent, a form of income is necessary.If you are a looking for additional work or maybe just a better-paying job, take some time to update your resume and cover letter. Make sure they are neat, up to date with your most current information, and free of spelling and grammar errors.Problem 2: You need to reduce your debt. prioritizing and negotiating your debt, you can make it more manageable.Focus on paying off the ones with the highest interest rates first.Problem 3: You need to change how you spend. Avoiding overspending, building your savings, and gaining financial independence can often be accomplished with good spending habits.creating a budget. There are many templates and resources available to help you create one.Sticking to one can be challenging, but simply having a budget laid out can help you see where you need to start spending less.create a savings plan. Start out small. Even stowing away an extra dollar or two here and there can make a big difference. Also, try placing your savings in a place you cannot easily access. For example, create a savings account at a bank you don't usually use. The more difficult it is to access your money, the less likely you are to spend it.______________________________________Implementing the Plan It requires self-discipline and perseverance. The most important part of this step is to know that if your plan doesn't work or if you have a difficult time sticking to it, all is not lost. If it happens, move on to the next step, evaluate your plan, then repeat the process.Overcoming financial obstacles can require changing your lifestyle, and this does not happen overnight. However, just having a plan itself can help to give you confidence and reassurance that you can eventually overcome whatever is in your way____________________________________Evaluating Your PlanAs you implement your plan, you'll need to continually evaluate it. Maybe something happens and your original plan needs to change. Perhaps you've learned more along the way and realize that your original plan was incomplete. Or maybe your first plan went as planned and was a success. No matter the circumstances, it is always a good idea to look back and re-evaluate. Try answering these questions:•	Was your problem solved? Did a new problem arise?•	What went right?•	What went wrong?•	What circumstances changed?•	Was there anything you didn't account for?•	What was easy about implementing your plan?•	What was difficult about implementing your plan? 



Interests

Always Do
What hobbies, tasks, side projects 
do you find yourself always doing or 
going back to?

Always Notice
When reading, out in the world, 
what things, ideas, words do you 
always find yourself paying 
attention to?

Always Seek Out
What do you find yourself doing 
research on, asking more questions 
about, wanting to explore more?

For Interests, Skills and Goals, write down images that showcase your ideas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the issueLack of income/job loss•	Unexpected expenses•	Too much debt/Bad Credit•	Need for financial independence•	Overspending or lack of budget/Lack of savingsWhen thinking about these common problems, each one falls into one of three areas: The need more money, the need to reduce your debt, or the need to change how you spend._________________________________________Making a PlanProblem 1: You need more money. lost your job, met an unexpected expense, or are working on becoming more financially independent, a form of income is necessary.If you are a looking for additional work or maybe just a better-paying job, take some time to update your resume and cover letter. Make sure they are neat, up to date with your most current information, and free of spelling and grammar errors.Problem 2: You need to reduce your debt. prioritizing and negotiating your debt, you can make it more manageable.Focus on paying off the ones with the highest interest rates first.Problem 3: You need to change how you spend. Avoiding overspending, building your savings, and gaining financial independence can often be accomplished with good spending habits.creating a budget. There are many templates and resources available to help you create one.Sticking to one can be challenging, but simply having a budget laid out can help you see where you need to start spending less.create a savings plan. Start out small. Even stowing away an extra dollar or two here and there can make a big difference. Also, try placing your savings in a place you cannot easily access. For example, create a savings account at a bank you don't usually use. The more difficult it is to access your money, the less likely you are to spend it.______________________________________Implementing the Plan It requires self-discipline and perseverance. The most important part of this step is to know that if your plan doesn't work or if you have a difficult time sticking to it, all is not lost. If it happens, move on to the next step, evaluate your plan, then repeat the process.Overcoming financial obstacles can require changing your lifestyle, and this does not happen overnight. However, just having a plan itself can help to give you confidence and reassurance that you can eventually overcome whatever is in your way____________________________________Evaluating Your PlanAs you implement your plan, you'll need to continually evaluate it. Maybe something happens and your original plan needs to change. Perhaps you've learned more along the way and realize that your original plan was incomplete. Or maybe your first plan went as planned and was a success. No matter the circumstances, it is always a good idea to look back and re-evaluate. Try answering these questions:•	Was your problem solved? Did a new problem arise?•	What went right?•	What went wrong?•	What circumstances changed?•	Was there anything you didn't account for?•	What was easy about implementing your plan?•	What was difficult about implementing your plan? 



Skills

Skill from School
What did you study, were your best 
subjects, after school, activities, 
degrees, certifications?

Skill from Work What did you learn on the job, 
activities, certifications?

Skill from Life
Are you a parent, have you been 
doing your taxes since you were 15, 
did your family teach you their work 
skills, how to repair, build things?

For Interests, Skills and Goals, write down images that showcase your ideas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the issueLack of income/job loss•	Unexpected expenses•	Too much debt/Bad Credit•	Need for financial independence•	Overspending or lack of budget/Lack of savingsWhen thinking about these common problems, each one falls into one of three areas: The need more money, the need to reduce your debt, or the need to change how you spend._________________________________________Making a PlanProblem 1: You need more money. lost your job, met an unexpected expense, or are working on becoming more financially independent, a form of income is necessary.If you are a looking for additional work or maybe just a better-paying job, take some time to update your resume and cover letter. Make sure they are neat, up to date with your most current information, and free of spelling and grammar errors.Problem 2: You need to reduce your debt. prioritizing and negotiating your debt, you can make it more manageable.Focus on paying off the ones with the highest interest rates first.Problem 3: You need to change how you spend. Avoiding overspending, building your savings, and gaining financial independence can often be accomplished with good spending habits.creating a budget. There are many templates and resources available to help you create one.Sticking to one can be challenging, but simply having a budget laid out can help you see where you need to start spending less.create a savings plan. Start out small. Even stowing away an extra dollar or two here and there can make a big difference. Also, try placing your savings in a place you cannot easily access. For example, create a savings account at a bank you don't usually use. The more difficult it is to access your money, the less likely you are to spend it.______________________________________Implementing the Plan It requires self-discipline and perseverance. The most important part of this step is to know that if your plan doesn't work or if you have a difficult time sticking to it, all is not lost. If it happens, move on to the next step, evaluate your plan, then repeat the process.Overcoming financial obstacles can require changing your lifestyle, and this does not happen overnight. However, just having a plan itself can help to give you confidence and reassurance that you can eventually overcome whatever is in your way____________________________________Evaluating Your PlanAs you implement your plan, you'll need to continually evaluate it. Maybe something happens and your original plan needs to change. Perhaps you've learned more along the way and realize that your original plan was incomplete. Or maybe your first plan went as planned and was a success. No matter the circumstances, it is always a good idea to look back and re-evaluate. Try answering these questions:•	Was your problem solved? Did a new problem arise?•	What went right?•	What went wrong?•	What circumstances changed?•	Was there anything you didn't account for?•	What was easy about implementing your plan?•	What was difficult about implementing your plan? 



Interests & Skills: Where they Meet

Overlap = Success
See overlap between your Interests 
and Skills?
We are always more successful 
when we like what we do!

Like, Dislike
Be real and honest with yourself. 
What do you really like? 
Sometimes we like things because we think 
we should, or someone we admire does.
Be real to you.

Learn New Things?
Did you learn something new about 
yourself that you didn’t realize? Did 
you figure out or discover something 
you didn’t even think about before?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#StayHomeStaySafeCase Managers will be able to list activities clients are able to do while at home during quarantine.Please revise list… this list should gear toward career/business development  (KD)



Goals

Pick 3 Pick 3 Career Goals based off your 
overlap ideas.

Short, Mid, Long
Your Goals can be short term, mid-
between and long-term. 
One of each might be the most helpful.

Research!
Now that you have your goals, Research! 
Gotta know your steps to take to reach 
your goals.
ONET.org; mitalent.org

For Interests, Skills and Goals, write down images that showcase your ideas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the issueLack of income/job loss•	Unexpected expenses•	Too much debt/Bad Credit•	Need for financial independence•	Overspending or lack of budget/Lack of savingsWhen thinking about these common problems, each one falls into one of three areas: The need more money, the need to reduce your debt, or the need to change how you spend._________________________________________Making a PlanProblem 1: You need more money. lost your job, met an unexpected expense, or are working on becoming more financially independent, a form of income is necessary.If you are a looking for additional work or maybe just a better-paying job, take some time to update your resume and cover letter. Make sure they are neat, up to date with your most current information, and free of spelling and grammar errors.Problem 2: You need to reduce your debt. prioritizing and negotiating your debt, you can make it more manageable.Focus on paying off the ones with the highest interest rates first.Problem 3: You need to change how you spend. Avoiding overspending, building your savings, and gaining financial independence can often be accomplished with good spending habits.creating a budget. There are many templates and resources available to help you create one.Sticking to one can be challenging, but simply having a budget laid out can help you see where you need to start spending less.create a savings plan. Start out small. Even stowing away an extra dollar or two here and there can make a big difference. Also, try placing your savings in a place you cannot easily access. For example, create a savings account at a bank you don't usually use. The more difficult it is to access your money, the less likely you are to spend it.______________________________________Implementing the Plan It requires self-discipline and perseverance. The most important part of this step is to know that if your plan doesn't work or if you have a difficult time sticking to it, all is not lost. If it happens, move on to the next step, evaluate your plan, then repeat the process.Overcoming financial obstacles can require changing your lifestyle, and this does not happen overnight. However, just having a plan itself can help to give you confidence and reassurance that you can eventually overcome whatever is in your way____________________________________Evaluating Your PlanAs you implement your plan, you'll need to continually evaluate it. Maybe something happens and your original plan needs to change. Perhaps you've learned more along the way and realize that your original plan was incomplete. Or maybe your first plan went as planned and was a success. No matter the circumstances, it is always a good idea to look back and re-evaluate. Try answering these questions:•	Was your problem solved? Did a new problem arise?•	What went right?•	What went wrong?•	What circumstances changed?•	Was there anything you didn't account for?•	What was easy about implementing your plan?•	What was difficult about implementing your plan? 

http://www.onet.org/
http://www.mitalent.org/


Create Your Vision Board

Ideas = Images
What images, pictures, say, these 
are what I mean by that?
Cut them out, draw them, find them 
on the web, Pinterest, etc. Collect!

Short, Mid, Long
3 Sections, Short from the Left to 
Right. Start building from the top.
Organize your images in the way 
you need to walk your career path.

Finalize
Does your path show your goals? 
Does your path work with the paths 
you found in your research?
If so, Glue, Save, Print!

For Interests, Skills and Goals, write down images that showcase your ideas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identifying the issueLack of income/job loss•	Unexpected expenses•	Too much debt/Bad Credit•	Need for financial independence•	Overspending or lack of budget/Lack of savingsWhen thinking about these common problems, each one falls into one of three areas: The need more money, the need to reduce your debt, or the need to change how you spend._________________________________________Making a PlanProblem 1: You need more money. lost your job, met an unexpected expense, or are working on becoming more financially independent, a form of income is necessary.If you are a looking for additional work or maybe just a better-paying job, take some time to update your resume and cover letter. Make sure they are neat, up to date with your most current information, and free of spelling and grammar errors.Problem 2: You need to reduce your debt. prioritizing and negotiating your debt, you can make it more manageable.Focus on paying off the ones with the highest interest rates first.Problem 3: You need to change how you spend. Avoiding overspending, building your savings, and gaining financial independence can often be accomplished with good spending habits.creating a budget. There are many templates and resources available to help you create one.Sticking to one can be challenging, but simply having a budget laid out can help you see where you need to start spending less.create a savings plan. Start out small. Even stowing away an extra dollar or two here and there can make a big difference. Also, try placing your savings in a place you cannot easily access. For example, create a savings account at a bank you don't usually use. The more difficult it is to access your money, the less likely you are to spend it.______________________________________Implementing the Plan It requires self-discipline and perseverance. The most important part of this step is to know that if your plan doesn't work or if you have a difficult time sticking to it, all is not lost. If it happens, move on to the next step, evaluate your plan, then repeat the process.Overcoming financial obstacles can require changing your lifestyle, and this does not happen overnight. However, just having a plan itself can help to give you confidence and reassurance that you can eventually overcome whatever is in your way____________________________________Evaluating Your PlanAs you implement your plan, you'll need to continually evaluate it. Maybe something happens and your original plan needs to change. Perhaps you've learned more along the way and realize that your original plan was incomplete. Or maybe your first plan went as planned and was a success. No matter the circumstances, it is always a good idea to look back and re-evaluate. Try answering these questions:•	Was your problem solved? Did a new problem arise?•	What went right?•	What went wrong?•	What circumstances changed?•	Was there anything you didn't account for?•	What was easy about implementing your plan?•	What was difficult about implementing your plan? 



Let’s Get Started!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Money Basic & BudgetingProvide customers with a budgeting worksheet. Also a demonstration of how the worksheet can be used to budget their moniesGraphics, with accompany pdfs, in folder.�https://momsmakecents.com/how-to-make-a-budget-printable/Please provide link https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jfr82N7En7RHE6x6Ied85X8vfBH39aZJTPEF-1aw_54/edit  (Link required access to be granted, didn’t work, why it was removed.



CNA, LPN, RN Vision Board

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Money Basic & BudgetingProvide customers with a budgeting worksheet. Also a demonstration of how the worksheet can be used to budget their moniesGraphics, with accompany pdfs, in folder.�https://momsmakecents.com/how-to-make-a-budget-printable/Please provide link https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Jfr82N7En7RHE6x6Ied85X8vfBH39aZJTPEF-1aw_54/edit  (Link required access to be granted, didn’t work, why it was removed.



Resources

Vision Board
How to Make the Perfect Vision Board:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDhpFXa1jf8&t=619s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link List: Full URL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDhpFXa1jf8&t=619s


Questions?

OCMW! Pontiac Career Center
1850 N. Perry St., Pontiac, MI 48340
248-276-1777

Monday - Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Kierra Dixson, BA, CDF
Career Advisor/Case Manager

Kierra.Dixson@goodwilldetroit.org
Direct: 248-276-1772
Cell: 248-469-8172

mailto:Kierra.Dixson@goodwilldetroit.org
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